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pressed the hope of avoiding trouble
and that the proponents "had betray- ture between the general staff and the
tua Proteccion No. 2, de Alameda it was cut down and taken Into the
11 was
covered late respect for the fatherland of Washing- ed a lamentable lack of knowledge." adjutant general's office has been re- Mortally Wounded in Fight With Bar- with Captain Boyce.
Kuevo Mexico of Alameda, Bernalillo busllS' where
ton and Lincoln, the standard bearers
tender Kentuckian Admits
for some time as inevitable, in
Secretary Stimson, in a note to garded
county this morning filed papers of in- today.
progress
asi General
of greater world-widof the extremely bitter personal
Horrible Crime.
view
MAN AND WOMAN
Ainsworth
said that rudeness)
corporation with the state corporation
they were of American liberty and and ill temper had become habitual relations that have existed and parLYNCHED IN TEXAS.
commission. The company states that LA FOLLETTE CAMPAIGN
brotherhood."
on the part of the latter. He also de- - ticularly since the rather sensational (By Special L,easea TVIre to New Mexican
IN NORTH DAKOTA.
it is a fraternal and benevolent socieFeb. 15. Fatally
Helena,
Ark.,
from
scheme
reported
clared the Ainswnrth rennrf t w tu reorganization
ty. The statutory agent Is Salvador
wounded in a duel with a bartender Both Hanged From Same Tree By
SENATOR MOSES CLAPP
culmination of a series of outbreaks the House committee on military af here
T. Garcia.
Brutal, Lawless Mob Near
Big Slew of Prominent Orators Will
ESCAPES THE REPORTERS.
today, James Gilbert, who came
fairs in connection with the pending
Marshall.
Invade Northwestern State
of
evidencing "such intolerance of inThe Mogollon Mines Company
from
declared
was
the
he
Kentucky,
army appropriation bill, today's action
such
subordination
to
and
Tomorrow.
readiness
Wilmington, Delaware, this morning
man
who
fired
and
the shot that killed
Latter,
Calls on Colonel Roosevelt
of the secretary of war and the PresiLeased Wire to New Mexican)
impugn the motives or the intelligence
filed Its charter with the state corpo- (Bv Special leased Wrro to New Mexican)
Governor Goebel at Frankfort, Ky., in "!By Special
as Usual, Has Nothing to
Marshall, Texas, Feb. 15. A mob
cf those with whom it is your duty to dent proved a decided sensation.
ration commission. The organization Fargo, N. Dak., Feb. 15. Charles E.
1900.
Say.
lynched George Sanders and Mary
Although General Ainsworth has re- January,
work in association as, if uncorrect-- j
wishes to extend Its business to New Merriam of Chicago, Louis D. Bran-deiau
Jackson, a negro and a negress, hangor
denkd
L.
WashHouser
of
of
W.
peatedly
to
responsibility
ec,
usetulness In your
Boston,
"Mexico and to maintain an office in
your
destroy
Mexican!
New
to
Ienoefl
Officer
Wire,
Killed
Snecln!
Himself
First
Army
(Bv
ing them to the same tree, just
thorship for (he legislation reported Lieutenant J.
the Laughlin building In Santa Fe with ington, James Manahan of MinneapoNew. York, Feb. 15. Senator Moses present office."
Powers, across the Panola county line, it was
Reynolds
Francis C. Wilson as statutory agent. lis and Senator A. J. Gronna of North E. Clapp had a long conference with
Regarding the attack on himself, from the military committee and op Eighth cavalry, killed himself while
learned here today. The negroes had
The statutory agent of the company Dakota will begin tomorrow a tour of Colonel Roosevelt here today. He es Secretary Stimson said he referred the posed by the administration, it was be- the regiment was
from lived at the same house with Sneed,
proceeding
was
he
at
lieved
that
least
to
furnishing
Senamatter
In
Dakota
who
the
North
of
Interest
the
Preisdent
directed
conclusion!
Delaware
Trust
is
the
in
Corporation
caped the reporters at the
Stotsenburg at Guagua prov- the young negro who shot and killed
tor LaFollette's campaign for dele- of the Interview and Colonel Roose- - General Ainsworth's release pending the ammunition for the congressional Camp
Company of America. In their
ince
of
Pampanga to take part in the Paul Strange, a white man on Januwar
of
the
opponents
department's
gates to the National Republican con- velt declined to say what had oeen
iucau.B.
maneuvers at Luzon, Philippines.
ary 29.
General Leonard Wood, chief of policies.
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The Little Store

THEY

court for the past eighteen months.
Mr. Vrton has moved to the place.

INJIECHILDBEN

15, 1912-

-

THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS.

Mother Gray's Sweet Powders for
Diphtheria at Roswell.
JChtlrirpn a fprtnin rplif for Fpvrish- ics May Cause Distressing
a case ui uipiumM.a uuo
Headache, Bad Stomach,
-.
the eastern end of Roswell in the .
Complaintrusnrdors. move and refmlate the
I
in the Booth family, where a little boy died Bowels and Destroy Worms. They
You cannot be
a
week
Five
about
of
children.
ago.
selection of medicine for
WOES'
laryngitis
break up colds in 24 hours. They are
KS
neighbors of the so pleasant to the taste Children like
Only the very gentlest bowel medi- other families,
also
placed them.
cine should ever be given. Ordinary Booths and McBrides, were
testimonials.
Over
10,000
Used by Mothers for 22 years. They
pills, cathartics, and purgatives are (under temporary quarantine.
never fail. Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
too apt to do more i.arm than good.
Killed in Motorcycle Collision.
Address, AlSample mailed FREE.
They sometimes cause griping, nauof
Rio
the
teller
Emmett Robertson,
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, X. Y.
and
sea, and distressing
and
Grande Valley bank, was killed,
may actually injure the health, thus
a clerk in the same
annoyance. J?mes A. Davis,
establishing a
bruised in a collision beV."e guarantee Rexall Orderlies as a tank, badly
a total of
tween a motorcycle ridden by the ing companies, making
safe and dependable remedy for consubscribers' stations in service on
and
a
horse
and
wagon
young men,
C HINGE.S
stipation and associate bowel disorders driven by an unidentified man at El December 31, 1911. The total miles of
of
We have such faith in the virtues
exchange lines as of December 31, 1911
Paso.
this remedy that we sell it on our guarThe total miles of
were 336,690.
antee of money back in every inon Deexchange wire underground
to
Practice.
Admitted
stance where it fails to give entire
The
.were
cember
111,011.
1911,
31,
Albu
at
Judge Herbert Raynolds
satisfaction, and we urge all in need querque granted a temporary license total miles of toll lines, as of Decemof such medicine to try it at our risk.
to
law in this district to John ber 31, 1911, were 64,097."
Rexall Orderlies ere eaten just like C. practice
Lewis of Raleigh, N. C. Mr. Lewis
candy, are particularly prompt and was admitted to the bar in Raleigh in Rockefeller Brothers Do Not Speak.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
agreeable in action, may be taken at 1884 and is recommended for tempo"How much does your brother John
any time, day or night; do not cause rary practice in the local courts by D. pay his chauffeurs?" an attorney
TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
diarrohea, nausea, griping, excessive Judge E. A. Mann.
asked Frank Rockefeller in municipal
looseness, or other undesirable ef
"I don't
court at Cleveland, Ohio.
fects. They rave a very mild but
Mr. Rockefeller,
'vYOU GET "DOWN WEIGHT," '. UP QUALITY AND A FAIR PRICE
know," answered
Insane Asylum Report.
each
positive action upon the organs witn
WHEN YOU BUY HARDWARE FROM US.
At present there are 2G1 patients be- "He and I have not spoken to
which they come in contact, apparent
other for twelve years." Mr. Rocke
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT IN HARDWARE FROM
ing cared for in the New Mexico Asycourt to fight
ly acting as a regulative tonic upon
in
A CARPET TACK UP.
feller
had
Owappeared
Las
Insane
at
Vegas.
lum for the
his chaufthe relaxed muscular cost of the bow
MICE AND RATS DON'T LIKE OUR TRAPS, BUT YOU WILL
to the splendid crops raised upon a suit for $63 brought by
weakness, and ing farm and in the
LIKE OUR BUSINESS METHODS. OUR TRAPS HOLD MICE AND
el, thus
of the feur. The defendant was testifying
the
gardens
that twenty automobile owners in his
RATS AND OUR SQUARE DEAL METHODS WILL HOLD YOUR
aiding to restore the bowels to more
hospital and the careful management
chauffeurs only $60 EUSINESS.
..
their
family
paid
vigorous and healthy activity.
of
each
pa
Hie cost of maintenance
Rexall Orderlies not only relieve
In a month when the attorney interruptbeen greatly reduced.
has
tient
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Wood-Davi- s
constipation, but help to remove the 1908 the daily cost fo- - each patient ed with his question about John D.
A judgment for $44.29
Rockefeller.
cause of this ailment. They also frecents.
was
51
In
it
1911
73
&
was
cents.
field seeds in bulk and packages
Pnone 14
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
If Its Hardware We Have It.
Phone 14.
was given the chauffeur. Mr. Rockequently overcome the necessity of
feller announced that he would apconstantly taking laxatives to keep
Suit Over Property.
Fe
house in
peal.
the bowels in normal condition.
The only exclusive
In the district court at Albuquerque
There is really, in our opinion, no
a
Gallup Woman Insane.
similar medicine so good as Rexall Judge Herbert Raynolds rendered
in the case
Shouting "Hold them back, hold
Orderlies for the purpose to which it decision for the defendant
Mamie them back, I am the only one that
versus
of Arlie Muilenberg
is directed, especially for children,
This Littte Gasoline Engine Will Pump 1000 Gallons
The defendant asked can go on," Mrs. Annie Piscoel, wife
Phone Black aged and delicate persons. They are Muilenberg.
Phone Black
of Water Against 100 ft. Head- to and possession of lot Xo. 4, of Peter Piscoel, of Gallup, was tak
title
T
prepared in tablet form and in three block 16, of the Eastern addition to en from
8 at Ala
No.
At
n
train
Fe
Santa
rT
sizes of packages: 12 tablets, 10c, 36
uon i consider me cosi. iit you
the city of Albuquerque. The Muilen-bere- buquerque and accompanied by her
tablets, 25c, end 80 tablets, 50. Rehave work for a Gasoline Engine
were recently divorced in an
and two other men was es
member, you can obtain Rexall Rem- other state than that of Xew Mexico. husband
to the police station. The
corted
The price will
see us about it.
edies in this community only at our
woman was violently insane and her
If you have
be
low.
store The Rexall Store. The Fischsurprisingly
Prolonged Life With Vacuum Cleaner. husband, a
man, had
er Drug Co., 232 San Francisco st.
a secondhand gasoline engine you
Science has been given new thrills tr.ken her to Albuquerque,
believing
by the success of an invention by a that local physicians could give her
don't need, let us know.
GOOD NIGHT.
which
treatment
and
Chicago surgeon, which for more than niedicine
(From Judge).
a day prolonged the life of Miss Flor- would restore her reason. Dr. I. G.
GORMLEY'S GENERAL MERCHANDISE STORE, SANTA FE.
Ah, the subtle, hidden meaning
ence Woodman.
After the young Rice gave the woman a thorough exIn this simple little phrase!
woman had been pronounced "incom- amination at the station and gave it
How its varied application
pletely dead," a vacuum cleaner, with as his opinion that she was, for the
Simplifies our conversation!
mechanical attachments, was attached present at least, hopelessly insane.
How by keen interpolation
to her windpipe and for twenty-ninThe doctor recommended that she be
In a thousand different ways
hours her heart was kept beating and
en to the asylum at Las Vegas for
Can we spring this exclamation
an almost normal supply of blood treatment.
In a tone of animation,
pumped through her veins.
American Lumtoer Company Elects
: :
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
Just to suit our inclination!
Directors.
Near Union Depot
333 HICKOX STREET,
in
Ball
Suicide.
Blessings on this
Ends
Basket
I. B. Koch, for some time past gencraze!
Despondent and broken in health, eral manager of the American Lum
PHONE, RED 100.
Vernus George, 19, at Sheridan, Wy- ber Company, was elected president
If a friend tells you a story,.
oming, ended his life with strychnine. at the meeting of the board of di
Or indulges in a flight
Although medical aid was summoned, rectors held in Albuquerque on Mon
Of his wild imagination
efforts to save him were futile. In a day. Mr. Koch succeeds James A.
Or a strange elaboration
letter found in his clothing after Danaher, who took the presidency at Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. . Leave orders
Of some thrilling situation,
death he declared that he was "too the time of the reorganization of the
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
Filling you with wild delight,
sick to stay in this world any longer." company, with the understanding that
And you grope in desperation
his
home
since
to
who
had
to
serve
and
to
ho
was
keep
George
temporarily,
After much deliberation,
November as a result of an injury sus- resigned in accordance with that stipFor a witty thought pulsation-J- ust
tained in a basketball game last June. ulation.
R. E. Danaher, son of the
forget it. Say,
former president, becomes chairman
r
of the board of directors, with A. A.
A. M. Slackwell is Dead.
It is slangy, but no matter,
A telegram announces the death of Keen retaining the post of secretary
It's a corking phrase, all right!
Arthur Malcolm Blackwell, which oc- and treasurer. The board of direcLet us treat with adoration
The tors was reduced from eighteen to fifcurred in St. Louis yesterday.
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
And with fervid exultation
news of the death of Mr. Blackwell teen in number, no successors being
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
This most clever concentration
will be considerable of a shock to his named to the 3 retiring members. The
in
That explains our feelings quite.
Policies at Lowest Rates.
numerous friends here. Mr. Black-wel- l directors present in addition to Mr.
And no matter what our station,
was in Santa Fe recently and was Koch were C. A. Otis of Cleveland,
Let us study conversation,
enjoying fairly good health at that Ohio; C. A. Black of Detroit, Mich.;
And with joyful acceptation
time. Death was due to a severe at Burton Adams of Dubuque, Iowa:
Use this telling
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
phrase, "f!
tack of erysipelas. He was one of the Lswrence de Golyer of Chicago; R. E.
Danaher of Detroit, and B. L. Webb of
chards- - Ranches With and Without Improvements.
pioneer merchants of New Mexico.
Warren, Ohio.
Or, Phone No. Red 76
For Full Information Call,
Coldest Day Ever Recorded at Santa
Ion Caspar Avenna
There Is more Catarrh in this secFe Was 16 Degrees Higher.
AROUND THE STATE
Last night was the seventh anni- tion of the country than all other dis
versary of the coldest period in Ros- eases put together, and until the last
well. Seven years ago tonight the few years was supposed to be incurMarried at Albuquerque.
mercury crawled down to 29 degrees able. For a greet many years doctors
AND RETAIL.
Elfides Apodaca and Rosendo Sala- - below zero. The day preceeding was pronounced it a local disease and pre
zar were married yesterday at the Sa- cold and dreary with lots of snow fall- scribed local remedies, and by con
RATON'S
cred Heart church, Albuquerque.
YANKEE
ing here and there. On that afternoon stantly failing to 'lire with local
it incurable.
the citizens buried Judge Frank Lea treatment, pronounced
CERRILLOS
v. South Park cemetery.
In compari- Science has proven catarrh to be a
Charged With Deadly Assault.
an
therefore
constitutional
disease
son
with that cold day may be stated
Charged with assault with a deadly
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
treatment.
constitutional
weapon on Josefa Sedillo, Demetrio the temperature of yesterday when requires
TO
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
Duran was arrested
at Albuquerque. the people were going around in their Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by
MONTEZUMA AVENUE
F . J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio, is
He was released on a bond of $250. shirt sleeves. Roswell Record.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T.A8. F. Depot,
the only constitutional cure on the
85
Telephone
Telephone 85
In
Marriage License.
Bootlegger Sells Policeman Whiskey. market. It is taken internally
)VP MftflPV an( Inconvenience by Purchasing; Weils
A marriage license was issued
Po- doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
of
the
at
Mistaking
City
identity
IHUllCj Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Las Vegas at the court house to Jose liceman Dan Kirkpatrick, Burres Dick-eso- It acts directly on the blood and muChecks and Foreign Money Orders
VE AOS AGENTS FOK
Isaac Lobato, aged 23, and Lucinda
last evening sold to the city po cous surfaces of the system. They ofGonzales, aged 18. The young people liceman a pint of whiskey and received fer one hundred dollars for any case
are both .residents of Gonzales.
;and all Foreign
therefor the sum- of one simoleon. it fails to cure. Send for circulars
Payable
IN CO B P O RAT E.O
U. S., Canada, Mexico
While Kirkpatrick was making his and testimonials.
Countries
Tb.roujb.out
KY.
LOUISVILLE,
ToFound Dying From Pneumonia.
F.
CHENEY
J.
&
Address:
CO.,
nightly rounds of the southeastern
THE
STATIONERS
LEADING
AND.
Ohio.
as
a result of part of the city, Dickeson stopped him ledo,
Absolutely helpless
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
MANUFACTURING ENGRAVERS
an attack of pneumonia and in a dy- and asked him if he knew who
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
he was
an Kirkpatrick replied that he would like
ing condition, James O'Conner,
Takes Hall's Family Pills lor conORDERS FOR
aged second hand dealer was found to have a little wriskey, andDickeson stipation.
ENGRAVED
INVITATIONS.
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS,
CARD5,
by Night Officer Hinds in his store at at once produced the bottle. As soon
STATIONERY , Etc. May be left with us with, the assurance that the
Albuquerque.
work wtet completed will mark the user &s"Correctiwi meet every reguire
a3 he had been paid his dollar Kirkmetvt of the most discriminating taste.
him under arrest. The NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
placed
patrick
Died of Pneumonia.
to the charge
negro
pleaded
guilty
James O'Conner, seventy-siEXPRESS LINE,
years and was fined $25 and costs.
old, for thirty years a resident of Albuquerque, died yesterday afternoon in
" THE QUALITY SHOP,"
50166
Boasted of Murder.
St. Joseph's hospital, where he was
The perpetrator of one of the three Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
taken suffering from a severe attack unsolved
murders which have occur
Successor to
cf pneumonia.
red in San
in the
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Phys-
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Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire" Goods.

the

after-effect-

g

Always the Leader

IN

172,-80-

3

GO

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

over-comin- g

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Hardware Co.

grain

Santa

Better Farming in New Mexico.

LEO HERSCH

45

r

45

s

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER

simple-minde-

d

COAL YARD

&

DAWSON COAL

i

" The
Quality Coal."

Why Import Mineral Water X

e

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

d

LIVERY, STABLE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO,

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

frank m. jones,

'Phone 9

Call up

the
When in Need of Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

"1

WHOLESALE

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Screened

General Express Forwarders

Parts

nr

REAL ESTATE

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

All

at

Wood

Lump

of The World

JdfC

j

J.

j
D. BARNES, Agent.

...

x

THE STAR BARN

Francisco

MORGAN LIVERY CO.

New Motor Cars.

have purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
best service to the public and will keep the business
line
open at all times day and night, with first-claof livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
I

The new touring cars of John D. W"
Charles A. Spiess and Max
Nordhaus have arrived at Las Vegas.
The cars are beauties, and their owners are envied by many of the other
irotorists of the city.
Veeder,

ss

appreciate your patronage and influence.
Yours for Business
UO San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.

I Will

CARRIAGE,

AUTOMOBILE,
AND

SIGN
PAINTING

and Brass

f

GUAR ANTEED

PAUL P. LACASSAtiNE'
305 San Francisc? Street.

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,

Phone Black

last year

has been found, It is believed by the
police, in the person of Pierre Pierri,
now under arrest in Paris for the alleged murder of two women. Pierri
boasted that he had murdered a wom
CARPENTERS
an on the beach at San Francisco,
and never had been suspected. An inAND CABINET MAKERS.
vestigation was begun which revealed
an unsolved murder of a woman at a
lonely spot on the beach near the' FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
South End life saving station in 1907.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE

J. P. Steed

& Son

They Played Poker.
Phone Main 139.
Timothy Miles, Joseph Poster, J. S.
Haynes, a saloon man of Texlco, and
W. H. Edwards of Clovis were arrestThe Telephone Business.
ed at Roswell for playing poker. All
Phone. Red 115
The annual statement of the finan- All Work Guaranteed
except Edwards were successful in
cial condition of the Mountain States
making bond of $200.
Telephone and Telegraph company,
for the year ending December
31,
Suit for Divorce.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
For Best Laundry Work
Alleging that her husband had de- 1911, submitted by President E. B.
serted her at Tucumcari In 1904 and Field at the annual meeting of the
La Salle
had never supported her since that stockholders shows a total revenue
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
time, Mrs. Linnie B. Lincoln filed stilt balance for the year of $1,066,124.90.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.J
at Roswell asking that her marriage The grand total of revenues amounted
RETURNS THURSDAY A.ND FRIDAY
Telephone II.
to $5,870,151.74.
with J. D. Lincoln be annulled.
On December
31,
1911, we had in Colorado, New Mexico, Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Utah and Regular Meals 25 cents.
Bought School Section.
Mrs. F. 0 Brown, Agent.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c
George R. Urton has bought
the Wyoming 324 exchanges, furnishing
Short Orders at All Honrs.
Phone Red No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 Simpson Newman school section four service to 161,000 exchange stations,
miles east of Roswell, paying Charles including 903 toll stations. In addiBY THE WEEK $5.00
Gilbert $7,500 and W. T. Paylor $1,000 tion to 161,000 exchange
stations, BOARD
Tr7 a New Mexican want ad. If for their interests. This is the school there are 11,803 stations connected Freich Noodle Order 20c, a diaa.
New Terk Chap Sue; Mo.
section that has been tied up in the j with our system on the lines connect- b.lng emlts.

J. R. CREATH.

Imperial Laundry

!

Restaurant

FIR5T CLASS HACK SERVICE
For

craicrs

Mi

at popular

arim

,

tieoooie coriici,

Pnmm Bleak

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

and Mdtfto hiw

yggt

baci line

FOR

11.

ft.

WOODY'S HACK LINE-

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

Prom

Phene us. we will U glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed an
the north bound train and arrives at
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten mites shorter than any other
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare 95.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
Try a New Mexican "Want Ad. It the surrounding towns. Wlrw sV.nbuda
Station.
o
rings malts.

-

,

"

'

--

IT WAS
A GREAT

SUCCESS!

THESE SIX LETTERS

do what

we promise.

Materials

Boston, Mass. "I was passing through the Change of Life and suffered
from hemorrhages (sometimes lasting for weeks), and could get nothing to
check them. I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
(tablet form) on Tuesday, and the following Saturday morning the hemorrhages stopped. I have taken them regularly ever since and am steadily

gaining.
" I certainly think that every one who is troubled as I was should give
your Compound Tablets a faithful trial, and they will' find relief." Mrs.
Geokob Jubv, 802 E'ifth Street, South Boston, Mass.

Phoenix, R.I. "I worked steady in the mill from the time I was 13 years
old until I had been married a year, and I think that caused my bad feelings. I had soreness in my side near my left hip that went around to my
back, and sometimes I would have to lie in bed for two or three days. I
was not able to do my housework.
" Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has helped me wonderfully in
every way. You may use my letter for the good of others. I am only too
glad to do anything within my power to recommend your medicine." Mrs.
Julia Kino, Box 282, Phoenix. K.I.

Letter from Mrs. Etta Donovan.Willimantic, Conn.

now in. See the dis
play and make your
Let us
selection.
make you a swell
suit that cannot be

equalled in the city
and for

Are You Nervous?

From New England Women

Letter from Mrs. Julia King, Phoenix, R.I.

Spring and Summer

Willimantie, Conn. " For five years I suffered untold agony from female
troubles causing backache, irregularities, dizziness, and nervous prostration. It was impossible for me to walk up stairs without stopping on the
way. I was all run down in every way.
" I tried three doctors and each told me something different. I received
no benefit from any of them but seemed to suffer more. The last doctor
said it was no use for me to take anything as nothing would restore me to
health again. So I began taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
to see what it would do, and by taking seven bottles of the Compound and
other treatment you advised, I am restored to my natural health." Mrs.
Etta Donovan, 762 Main Street, Willimantic, Conn.

Letter from Mrs. Winf ield Dana, Augusta,

Me.

Augusta, Me. "Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has cured the
backache, headache, and the bad pain I had in my right side, and I am
perfectly well," Mrs. Winfield Dana, R.F.D. No. 2, Augusta, Me.

Letter from Mrs. J.

A.
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Prove that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Does Restore the Health of Ailing Women.

We proved to the people
of Santa Fe that we
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Thompson, Newport, Vt.

Newport, Vt. " I thank you for the great benefit Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done me. I took eight bottles and it did wonders
for me, as I was a nervous wreck when I began taking it. I shall always
speak a good word for it to my friends." Mrs. John A. Thompson, Box 3,
Newport Center, Vermont.

What makes you nervous? It is the weakness of your
womanly constitution, which cannot stand the strain of the
hard work you do. As a result, you break down, and ruin
your entire nervous system. Don't keep this up! Take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is made from purely
vegetable ingredients. It acts gently on the womanly organs,
and helps them to do their proper work. It relieves pain
and restores health, in a natural manner, by going to the
source of the trouble and building up the bodily strength.

Declares Senator Townsend
at Republican Rally at
Adrian
BOTH

ARE GREAT

STATESMEN

The President and His Policies
Vigorously Defended and

TAKE

Endorsed.
?Bv Ppoclnl T.pnsed "Wire to Now Mexican)

Adrian, Mich.. Feb. I t. "Theodore
Roosevelt pointed the way; William H.
Taft has traveled the road" declared
Senator Townsend at
Republican
rally here tonight, in the course of an
endorsement of President Taft, his pol.
icies and his administration. Colonel
Roosevelt was mentioned frequently in
the Senator's speech, bin not in criticism. In President Taft's administration the Senator declared ho found so
much to commend and so little to con
demn that he wondered why any Republican should be in doubt as to his
duty.
Two classes of men. Senator Town-sensaid, were opposing the renomin-atioof Mr. Taft.
and

Mrs. Grace

ri

i

The
Voman'sTonic

Talk!
We still have
some SHOES
St.

left after the

of Man, W. Va., took Cardui.
This is what she says about it: "I was so weak and
nervous, I could not bear to have anyone near me. I had
fainting spells, and I lost flesh every day. The first dose
of Cardui helped me. Now, I am entirely cured of the if
fainting spells, and I cannot say enough for Cardui, for I Pi
Know ii savea my me. it is ine nest tonic tor women.
M
Do you suiter trom any ot tne pains peculiar to women?
Take Cardui. It viil help you. Ask your druggist.
Fortner,

big sale that
we want to
close out be
fore the ar

Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
tor Special Instructions, and
book. Home Treatment for Women," sent free. J 50

-

d

rival of our
new Spring

-- mi

n
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"First, the great malefactors of
wealth," he declared, "they insist tlwt
the President is unsafe and that legiti
mate business is threatened. I submit,
no honest business man in this country, big or little, has any fear of law.
Only offenders who know they have
violated the law, are now crying out,
against the President's policy of enforcing the statutes.
"There is another class of men opposing the President and they have opposed every act, either directly or indirectly which he has proposed. They
are men who make a jirnfession of reform and insist nothing is genuine that
does not have their name blown in the

Goods now on

Politics and Politicians

the road.

Just a

Few Days

tend the meeting of the hoard of dLumber
irectors of the American
Company, of which he is an influential member, is owner of the
citiCleveland News, a prominent
Miss
N.H.
Dodds,
of
best
the
one
and
zen
of
Cleveland,
Bethlehem, N.H. ' By working very hard, sweeping carpets, washing,
known newspaper men in the state.
ironing, lifting heavy baskets of clothes, etc., I got all run down. I was
Mr. Otis has other interests in New
sick in bed every month.
" This last Spring my mother got Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComMexico, being one of the men behind
the big Berrendo Irrigation Farms outpound for me, and already 1 feel like another girl. I am regular and do
not have the pains that I did, and do not have to go to bed. I will tell all
has
fit at Roswell, a project which
my friends what the Compound is doing for me." Miss Gbacie B. Dodds,
taken a million to finance, and one
Box 133, Bethlehem, N.H.
Oi the largest of its kind in the counbottle."
try. Mr. Otis is much interested in
For 30 years L.ytlia E. Pinkham's Veprei'iWe
Townsend referred to the
Senator
in New Mexico and his enthusoffairs
Compound has beesi the standard remedy for fe"fancied grievance" of the farmers
male ills. So one sick with woman's ailments
of the condition of the
view
iastic
against President Taft beca.ise of his
does justice to herself who will not try this faig lumber company here applies also
stand on Canadian reciprocity and the
mous medicine, made from roots and herbs, it
to the progress of the state in genhas restored so many suffering women to health.
tariff. "I have hopes and I still have
eral. Mr. Otis' paper is an independA E.POKHA3IMEDICOEC0.
faith that the American farmer will re
Write to LY)1'
ent
daily, and while it is now supportMASS..
for advice.
rt'OJiFlDENTlAL) LYXJi.
alize soon that the President is his
ing Taft. for president it was as promYour letter will be opened, read and answered
real friend," he said.
inent, in advocacy of the election of
by a woman and held in strict confidence.
53.00. $3.50
$4.00
The achievements of President
The Senatorships.
.lud.son Harmon, as governor of Ohio.
servTaft's administration Senator Town-senHarmon's
Mr.
Otis regards Mr.
A few more days and the legisla
4.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
took up in detail. He defended ture will be in session and no doubt ices as governor of Ohio as overated No
CHORAL SOCIETY IS
MEETING WITH SUCCESS.
WINS A LEGAL ROUND. the President for his stand on the Tar- will tackle first of all the problem of in the country at large, although he
iff revision of the extra session
of
All says that in many ways he has made
electing United States senators.
It is Ambitious to Present Works of Control of Waters Pierce CombinaCongress. Bills were framed so hur- the receptive ones are already at the an able executive,
in
Great Composers
tion Is at Stake at
riedly, he said, that Congress itself firing line, looking for a thunder; "Ohio, however will go RepubliSanta Fe.
did not know what was in them.
storm with lightning rods set and CRnj" Kaid Mr. Otis. "Regardless of
Election.
For the past two weeks sweet frag"And when the cotton bill went to pulling. The people of New Mexico Harmon, you must remember that
ments of melody have floated out on (By Special L,e?Ra
to New Mellaril the President an investigation show made a pretty good selection as to pnj0 is one of the greatest Republican
the night air every Tuesday evening
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 15. The fight ed that some of the duties had acta represenlatives; if the state represent- - states in the Union. I agree with
from the residence of Simon Xusbaum between the Standard Oil interests
President Taft, and think he has
ally been raised instead of reduced,' ed by her legislature does as well,
on Washington avenue where the and the H. Clay Pierce forces for con- declared the
nmnintr If it" summed up the situation nicely in
tin
Senator. He commended (Impa
Waters-PiercSanta Fe Choral Society meets for its trol of the
Oil Com
the work of the tariff board unreserv- doesn't, no excuse need be urged for- his recent reference to the 'hysteria.
If the ambitious pany, was carrieu into the circuit
weekly practice.
decent material is plentiful, especial- which reached
its most spectacular
edly.
plans of the society work out there court today by the Standard Oil Comwhen
the LaFollett?
ly if the first search is for men of culmination
Republican party platform pledges
will be a renaissance in music in this pany filing a mandamus suit to comof political ability blew up. The country is not looking
worth,
irrespective
for monetary reform, a Postal savings
A for men with highly pronounced
or
city. There are now forty followers pel the teller at the stockholders meetanart from downright integrity.
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system, the enforcement of the Sher- real man will make himself felt in
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in the recently organized band
to
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election
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ttreme policies at present and, in
accept
ing
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man
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law,
Employers'
Phoebus and the number is expected the
but"split stock" votes of the Stand- bility law, the creation of a Bureau time, and when he does it will be time my opinion, Mr. Taft is the man in- All
of
to grow, not weekly but daily.
for Uncle Sam treats his baby whom the people wi show their conard faction.
of Mines, Conservation of Natural re- enough,
Just now the society is working on
All
lace.
mother,
fjdence."
The petition of the Standard was sources and regulation of interstate differently from the doting
a cantata, "The Holy City," which
We may expect more paddlings than
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or
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had
all
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railroads,
will be produced at the Elks' theater!
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said.
were
fulfillment,
process
within the next few weeks. The work
perhaps they will be better for us in in the capital, took lunch with Mr.
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for Pierce as inspectors at the elec- . .
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Senator Townsend devoted a large the long run. Raton Range.
Taft, at which time he was particuportion of his speech to extolling the
ever, because it will go on producing
larly impressed as usual with what
The polls opened soon after the President's conservatism and he
and practicing until the Ancient City
No Third Term.
he characterized as the unfailing
was
suit
filed.
mandamus
in
will boast of an opera company that
Mexico,
pointed to the revolution
Theodore Roosevelt Is gaining in good nature of the executive, even in
Rockefeller Wins.
troubles in China and Central Ameri- favor as a candidate for the Republiwould do credit to the large centers!
the midst of a vigorous campaign.
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 15 Beaten, on ca and the treaty abrogation with can nomination.
of music. Santa Fe is now a center
Without doubt, he
Besides his other extensive
of learning, art and commerce
and the face of the returns of the annual Russia, as instances whore lack of would
today receive the votes of a
Mr. Otis is an enthusiast on the
Standin
the pro-- ' stockholders' election, by the
there is nothing startling
conservatism would have been of considerable number of those who
cattle,
of short-hordairy
gunlect
interests for control great consequence.
The Russian call themselves Democrats, as well as and has a fine stock tarm near Cleve
ject to make it the greatest music
center of the Southwest. The city has of the Waters Pierce Oil Company, negotiations, he said, demonstrated ot all the
"progressive" land. Albuquerque Journal.
$5.50
always been fortunate in possessing Henry Clay Pierce and his associates more than anything else the qualifica$4.50, $5.00
element in the Republican party. It
the talent of the state and it has been laid the groundwork today for a le- - tions of Mr. Taft for the presidency.
U not probable,
however, that he
The Sound Sleep or uood Health.
frequently pointed out that a greatlgai fjgnt for control. Through one of
The pending arbitration treaties could today obtain a majority of votes
Vici
Gun
musical
organization could be built; the representatives of the Pierce in with England and France Senator of delegates in the nominating con- Is not for those suffering from kidThe
here that would further tend to the terests a statement was given out at- Townsend endorsed
Colt,
saying if they did vention, or that he could poll a major- ney ailments and irregularities.
glory of the Athens of the Southwest. tacking the good faith of the Stand- rot already guard the constitutional ity of the popular vote in the nation prompt use of Foley Kidney Pills will
The officers of the organization ard interests in complying with the
dispel backache and rheumat ism, heal
of the Senate he would vote a! large.
are: a. j. teare, president; Missjdecrpe of dissolution of the United rights
Whatever other considerations may f.nd strengthen sore, wean ana aning
for them with such amendments.
Elsie Staley, secretary; W. H. Pyott.i states Supreme court and the Sa.
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DOCTOR PIERCE'S GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY.
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have quickly yielded to the remedy." obtained from Judge Kinsey, an alter- grees, the maximum sun temperature
cists, many months of hard work experimenting to perfect
Mr. Romero gave the above testi- native writ of mandamus to compel 74 degrees. The minimu last night
this vegetable alterative and tonic extract of the greatest
tellers to record was 25 degrees. t
monial in January, 1907, and when the Waters-Piercinterviewed on June 6, 1909, he said: the votes cast by the Rockefeller inefficiency.
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court.
extent, we owe thanks to you and your
cents.
New York, Feb. 15. The Standard
Co., Buffalo,
In the last few years the Standard
Discovery ' and ' Pellets,' which we use when sick."
fo
States.
Oil Company of New Jersey today de- Company, or parent organization, deDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate
Remember the name Doan's and clared a dividend of $5 a share, com- clared dividends aggregating forty per
xt Door to First National Bank Bid;. take no other.
tiny granules.
stomach, liver and bowels,
C W. Pawley, Est.
pared with 7 declared three months cent a year.

Letter from

Grace

Bethlehem,

No Change of Heart.

The Pecos Valley News wants to
know, or at least says it docs, why
The Record printed in its columns the
detailed charges made against Wil
liam 11. Pope, and what caused the
change of heart on the part of The
Record. There has been no change,
the
The Record
brother.
printed
charges because we arc giving our
readers the news, and secondarily, be
cause they slioweu tue utter ooiisn- uess of tne charges.
Judge Pope's
btst defense is the words of his enemies. Mere in Roswell where Judge
Pope is known and where his enemies
are known; Judge Pope needs no
Hence we printed the "brief"
without comment.' It was enough in
itself. Roswell Daily Record.
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City. Mr. Stanton will betlw best men and women obtainable
mebest
the
can
located
where
75c.
Princess Corded Silks,
get
honor
lishment,
of her niece. Miss Julia Jaffa.
they
uuaeui u mourn ami win visit several 30c.
Katona Silks, New Materials and Colors,
i:i charge of them. There
rRoswell Dai: Record.
chanics, and where material is the lowest, and
local fore I
X
M. L. Fox, a prominent citizen of cities in the interest of the
30c.
Charmion Silks, Just What You Have Beea Expecting, . .
canustly solicit your aid and
playhouse.
tV.,-.- .
p Albuquerque,
in selecting men and
fnrmorlr nf
15c. to 25c.
New Shadesjand Colors in Ginghams
ui
and where the latest styles are always available,
jvo(.tti il
Benito Lujan, a ranchman of Jaco-na- , cooperation
women who are interested in their
fx innessee
15c.
is a visitor in Santa Fe
Percales in All the New Colors
western Santa Fe county, was in
"
that there is where you get your money's worth.
children and those of their neighbors.
15c. to 60c.
f ana a guest i.t the Palace.
Linens in All the Staple Grades and Colors, . . .
the
on his way to
s
yesterday
city
no means select persons who you
O. O. Carr, manager of the Tierra
JU
and Madrid, southern Santa Fe By
believe will be lax in their duties as
Aiuai-inlanu grant near cnama, rewhere he expects to dispose
directors.
turned to his home this forenoon aft- county,
of a quantity of apples.
er transacting business here.
The coming scholastic year will
Miss Margaret Cunningham of this
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Rankin returned
who has charge of the public present many new problems, and the
city
this afternoon from a trip to Santa Fel school at
and
La Villita, Rio Arriba coun- improvement, of school houses
select your material from a large assortment, and we will take your
and Albuquerque and other points in
FOR HONEST PRICES
For Ladies' Home Journal Patterns.
ty, writes to friends here that she has their surroundings will be one of the
southern New Mexico Las Vegas an
enrollment of forty pupils and that most important. The planting of
measure and prove to you that we know what we are talking about.
uptic.
trees and
of school
beautifying
good progress is being made.
The
evening
D. T. Hoskins, cashier of the San grounds must necessarily be done dur- Bridge
party on
Thursday, to be given by Colonel and Miguel .National bank, expects to ing the year. Select men and women
Mrs. J. AV. Wilson, is complimentary leave this
evening for Carrellton, Mo., as directors who realize that environto Hon. and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa. Ros-- j tc attend the
COMPANY,
funeral of A. M. Black-well- , mcnt has much to' do with the form-veil Daily Record.
A FINE,
BRICK
formerly of Las Vegas, who died ing of the character of the boys and
C. E. Forbes,
;
;
girls.
traveling passenger this morning. Las Vegas Optic.
P.O. Box, 219,
Phone 36
DWELLING OF FIVE
Mr. and Mrs. Nuina Raymond, acagent for the A. T. and S. F. R. R.,
We want school patrons to maniwith headquarters at Amarillo, Texas, companied by their nieces, Miss Ame- test more interest in school affairs
ROOMS.
lo
arrived in the city last evening, and is lia Frenger and Miss Sophia
than has been shown tn the past, and
evin
arrived Tuesday evening from not allow the burden to fall
upon
THE
IS
ONE
OF
IN
THIS
their trip around the world.
HOMES
FINEST
particular.
ery
They
of
a willing few. The
the shoulders
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
will remain in Las Crnces several
SANTA FE and is going at A BARGAIN if taken at once
results of the election will indicate
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine months.
Las Cruces Democrat.
how much responsibility you care
Tablets. Druggists refund money if
$1800 00 CASH will handle this, with long time on balance.
R. L. Ormsbee, for some time a just
to assume.
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sigin the State National bank, left
clerk
nature is on each box. 25c.
this afternoon for Santa Fe, where to Assuring you that now is the time
show your love for your children
he has accepted a position under the
and your district, and hoping that panewly appointed warden, John B
trons will turn out in large numbers
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Mr. Ormsbee is succeeded in
on the day of election.
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
the State National by Jose L. Perea.
I remain,
Albuquerque Herald.
Most sincerely,
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness
Mr. and Mrs. C P. Downs passed
JOHN V. CONWAY,
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads. through here
in
their
on
auto
today
facial lines, absolutely removed. All their
County School Superintendent.
way to Santa Fe where they will
kinds of hair work done.
us
at
See
to
build.
one
make their future home. They have
SPECIAL PRICE to any
desiring
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
been residents of Alamogordo for the. PICTURES OF OLD AND
343 San Francisco St.
Phone 5075
once and GET FIRST CHOICE.
past six years. Mr. Downs was forNEW NIAGARA COMPARED.
merly clerk of the district court of
this district Estancia New3.
After a decade of agitation the
OUR NEW SPRING LINE OF
Newcomb Cleveland, distiict manaof Niagara Falls as a natural
?
ger of a surety company of New York wonder is assured by the waterways
City, who maintains an office at Den- treaty between Great Britain and the
CIIDCTV DDIUnC
DCAI ECTATE
IVCIIDAWrC
ver,- Colorado, is in the city investi- I nited States, which will become efgating the methods of the New Mexi- fective in this country on March 1.
119 San Francisco
Phone, Red 189
co Department of Insurance under the
Recent photographs of the great
guidance of Peter A. M. Lienau, dep- cataract, compared with those taken X
NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
from a similar position fifteen and
uty superintendent of insurance.
Two Santa Fe girls in the city are twenty years ago, show that no dam- K
receiving the attention of local so- age has been done to the appearance
IN LADIES' SILK WAISTS, Ladies'
DRY
ADOLF
CO.
ciety; these are Miss McFie, daught- of the falls, despite the fear at one
er of Judge John R. McFie, who is time that the drawing off of water for
and Misses' Suits and Coats.
the house guest of Miss Hesselden power production would destroy the
and who is to play at the Woman's spectacle. The Burton law intervenClub Friday; and the other, Miss May ed as a temporary expedient, but will
Closson who was the honor guest at, give way next month to the waterways
a card party Monday evening and at treaty, which runs Indefinitely unless
other festivities the past week. Al- terminated by either nation upon a
year's notice.
buquerque Herald.
International action in response to!
Miss Hazel Rogers entertained
charmingly Monday evening at a Val public opinion has not only saved
sold
Had one in
entine party complimentary to Miss Niagara Fails in undiminished splen- dor
has
it
that
the
but
proved
cataract;
will
May Closson of Santa Fe, who has
been visiting friends in this city the is mighty enough to run factories and;
You
New
look
Idea
at1
past week. Miss Rogers and Miss trolley cars and light streets and
Closson were last year schoolmates at the same time remain a scenic mas-- !
will
the popular academy for young ladies, terpiece.
investi-HIGH-GRAD- E
j
The
whose
Mount St. Joseph on the Ohio, at Cinengineers upon
cinnati, and the guests at this gay af- gations the waterways treaty was basfair were school friends of the host ed found that the amount of water!
YOU ALWAYS WANT RELIA- - jR
THE SWELLEST FURNITURE YOU CAN BUY.
ess and honor guest. Hearts were diverted on the American side, which
Jk
BLE MERCHANDISE, but more
to
was
lifted
Burton
law
the
by
in
trumps
games and decorations, the
cubic feet per second, could be inso in the jeweiry Line than anv A
lunch table being particularly pretty
AKERS-WAGNEAND
R
Is the most luxurious coffee
to 20,000
in embellishment of red hearts. Pres creased without damage
other line, for you do not buy every day; Everything we a
you ever put to your lips.
ent on this felicitous occasion were: cubic feet. According to official estisoil vnn MI1HT RE 'rolinhlo
Misses Isabel Connelly, May Closson mates the use of an additional 4,400
UNDERTAKING
blended from the world's
It
is
of Santa Fe, Jennie Welsh, Estella cubic feet will lower the crest of the
SILVERWARE, CUT GLASS, DECORATED CHINA.'WATCHES, CLOCKS 3
choicest coffees, and its exHarris, Messrs. Blair Leeds, John American falls less than
flavor never varies.
quisite
Martin W. McHugh, Ray cf an inch, a difference imperceptible
Tierney,
San Fraaciso
to the eye.
Skinner. Albuquerque Herald.
Street
ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF
J. G. Schumann, a retired business
man of Santa Fe, arrived last night
Chase & Sanborn's Teas and will be here over today on business. Albuquerque Journal.
is interesud aud should ksow
Attorney L. O. Fullen has returned
abortt the wonderful
to Roswell from Washington, D. C,
C.
tMARVELWhiriingSpray
giving assurance that the appointKAUNE
H.
CO. ment of Judge W. H. Pope to the New
lent, it cleanse
levantly.
Season.
Mexico federal judgeship will be con- Aak
Hardy Plants and Flowers in
votir drufKrifltfnrlt.
firmed next week.
If tie cannot supply the
v
E Li accept no
bam
othfr. trax apnd ilamn for
License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
415 Palace Avenue.
Phone. Black 204.
UlostxAted book sealed. Tt prlres
New
Ads
Mexican
Want
mud direntlona In
full
nftrhcnlam
alwayi
for
Next Door to Postoff ice.
VEL
lodtefl.
to
Kit
valuable
H
bring results. Try it.
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you want to pay fancy prices for
clothing, no matter
can get the
what brand, when
the
best
clothing
world for
money.
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Order Your Easter Suit Now, J

W, N. TOWNSEND

CO.

i
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SEL1GMAN BIOS,

NEW

j

J

FOR SALE

i

-

j

Centrally
cated and modern

j

BUENA VISTA LOMA

j

JOSEPH

Manicuring,

ADDITION

NOW OPEN.

B.

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

Massaging,

i

JUST RECEIVED

U

I

O. C. WATSON & CO. In
St

8

Embroideries and Laces.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

LATEST STYLES and PATTERNS

SELIG1N

GOODS

of Coffee Drinking

" CHASE &

j

SANBORN'S
SEAL BRAND
PURE

White

Enamel

Bed

Furniture

Room

it within
the window and
have more. Take a
three days. We
" Furniture.
at this "
like it.

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT

COFFEE"

RELIABLE!

15,-60-

FURNITURE

THE

il

I

COMPANY.

one-eight- h

Everv Wenian

MULLIGAN

4 RISING,

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

C

S.

B
You

a

McCONVERY,
their

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality.
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ITS CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves
pay for, by having it right where
THE
Our display rooms are
your light bill and

you
we
have the finest line of Reading and
inspection, and

Hi

JAMES

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP

X
X

A
,

THEM.

The Supreme Luxury

Great Values

x

n

on

Student Lamps that

SAVES
EYES.
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.

open tor your
Get away from

the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY WASHINGTON STREET.

on
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K

X

fAGE

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN", SANTA FE, N.

SIX
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t. Louis Rocky
Pacific

GENERAL OFFICES
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20

25

9 10
9 35
10 00

31

42
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0
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3 45

48
66
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20
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15

68

1

43

5

00

76
82
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10
6 18
6 2S
6 45

Thomrirn
1'uiliiinguain
Ollfton House N.M

Koehler Junction

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Beautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Kair Cleanse

Hi

.

94

..

00
50
30
16
05
45
25

1

30

05 JT7..
20
8 02
7 45
6 86
a in
9

Oiraarron
Olinarron

Ar

Ut9 Park, N. M...Lvj

Lv
Ar

Nash

Hr!an

6 27
6 17
6 00

p- m
i,pm
tConnects at Colfax with E. V. & S W. Ry. train both North and South
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, M. M.
tDaily except Sunday.
'Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
xoept Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, $u.50 round trip; fifty pound bag;
.
gage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. ci., arrives from the south at 4:3S a. m.

L. C. WHITE

J. VAN HOUTEN,

-

F.

M.

V. P. G. M.,

Superintendent.

WILLIAMS,
G.

P.

Agent
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I
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EIGHTH REUNION

SCOTTISH RITE,

Quarter of a Century Ago.

FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION

The Denver

Grande

& Rio

R. R.

will protect rate of one fare for the round trip
from stations on its line in Southern
Colorado and New Mexico.
DATES OF SALE.
From stations, Alamosa, Colo., to Espanola, N. M.,
February 18 and 19; from stations west of Antonito
to Durango, Colo., February 17 and 18; from Farm-ingtoBranch Points, February 16 and 17.

n

Return Limit, February 24th.
New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

be West Point of th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department at "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3YuO
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow daring

17-1- 8

one whose mental equilibrium is not
easily disturbed, is responsible for
the following story:
Last Saturday afternoon, about
4:30, while nn his way from town to
his ranch, six miles east of Silver
City, he saw a strange object some
300 or 000 feet above the earth, sailing
rapidly in a due west direction. Ap-parently it was five or six miles south
of him and it was moving had-owind. The
dead against a seven-kno- t
shape of the strange object, Major
Spence says, resembled a large auto
with top, the body being dark, with an
attachment in front that appeared to
be made of very white cloth, this attachment, to the eye, appearing to be
about six feet wide, set at an angle of
probably 43 degrees ,n short, it bore
to the main and dark object the same
relation that a dashboard of a buggy
bent over to the front would bear to
the body of the buggy.
Suspended to the main, dark object
were two round cylinders that appeared to be about the size of a joint of
stovepipe. They were about
three feet apart and nothing visible
was attachea to them.
The whole object, to the eye, was
about forty feet long, its main body
about ten feet high, and each of the
two suspended cylinders six feet long.
Major Spence had a side view of the
object as it moved with the speed of
a fast railroad passenger train due
west against a strong wind. It disappeared from view behind a mountain
just a little way south of the Teague
ranch.
When Major Spence first caught
sight of the object it was emerging
from behind a mountain directly east
or' the one it disappeared behind. He
stopped his horse, drew his watch,
and the object was in sight just a litHe heard the
tle over one minute.
chug of no motor. What was it?
Who knows?. El Paso Herald.

Grose and J. B. Good of Albuquerque;
Phil Eickman of El Paso, and W. L.
Staley of Los Cerrillos, the latter beThe
ing president of the company.
new board of directors will hold a
meeting in the next few days, at
which officers for the coming year
will be selected.
President Staley
reports that the new concentrating
mill at Cerrillos was put in operation
about a month ago and that the mill
Conis now in perfect adjustment.
siderable ore has been concentrated
ard the president says it has been
demonstrated that the company can
successfully concentrate all its ore
into a high grade product. "Development work at the mine," said Mr. Sta
ley, "has been rushed, and we now
have over 30,000 tons of good
ore already blocked out,
while the faces of all drifts are in
solid high grade ore. The highest
grade stuff is being sorted for shipment in the crude, and we will be able
to ship about four carloads of this
ore in the crude each month. Our
mill will turn out several cars of concentrates monthly. We believe that
we are going to have a model plant
and build up an industry of great importance to this section." Albuquerque Journal.

From the New Mexican of February 13, 18S7.
The Council passed a bill for the
Secretary of the Treasury Manning
resigned this morning to accept the proper observance of Sunday and also
the act creating the county of Logan
presidency of a bank in New York.
Walter
Atlanta, Georgia, has a $185,000- fire. out of part of Grant county.
by J. Davis is pushing his Mil for prohidamaged
Lyons, Michigan,

bition of opium smoking. The Council passed over the veto of Governor
Ross the bill prohibiting the holding
of two public offices and drawing
salary for both. The House passed
the new jury law. Speaker de Baca
introduced a bill providing for the employment of convicts in coal mines.
Editorial.
"A grand jury last July, composed
of the worst, men, morally and politically, found indictments against many
good and prominent citizens. We believe the indictments will not be
proven."
"Judge Long's decision yesterday
sustaining the demurrer to the plea in
abatement in the alleged land fraud
indictments is not good law in the
of the best
opinion of the majority
lawyers in Santa Fe."
"The power of selecting jurors
must be taken out of the hands of
This power is confederal officials.
Let
stantly being abused by them.
the 27th legislative assembly pass a
from
law taking this power away
The liberties of the people are
them.

floods.
The Santa B'e Board of Trade, one
hundred strong, left this morning on a
business excursion to Denver over
the Denver & Rio Grande. There were
five cars and accompanying the excursion were Denver & Rio Grande
officials including Major Hooper, as
well as officers of the Denver and the
Pueblo boards of trade. It is believed
that the excursion will interest Den
ver capital in Santa Fe and surroundJudge Waldo, W. S. Harroun,
ings.
Levi A. Hughes, J. G. Schumann. R.
J. Palen, X. B. Laughlin, J. H. Gerdes,
T. B. Catron,
W. M. Berger, L. B.
Prince, M. C. de Baca, S. Spitz, Jacob
Weltmer, E. S. Stover, Trinidad Ala- rid, I. M. Bond, were among those
also
who went and which included
well known men who have crossed
the Great Divide since then.
from
Mrs. Case has purchased
T. B. Catron for $7,000 the lot facing
the Cathedral and will erect thereon a
two story hotel to extend the entire
length of the block and to be known
as The Stockmen's Exchange.
Among the visitors in Santa Fe today are John Zinnnermann, of Las
Vegas; F. A. Manzanares of Las Vegas; Tranquilino Luna of Los Lunas,
and Major W. H. H. Llewelleyn of
Las Cruces.

at stake."
"The veto messages of Governor
Roes are entitled to no consideiation.
They are dictated by personal spite,
venom and to subserve private interests of his son and friends."

Sim
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Pursuant to the requirements
the call made by the Republican

Palace.
M. L. Fox, Albuquerque.
H. H. Williams, Deming.
C. E. Forbes, Amarillo.
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque.
J. S. Hunter, Kansas City, Mo.
O. W. Nichols, Denver.
A. Lilly, Jr., Baltimore.
W. A. Hawkins, El Paso.
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Why Salves Can't Core Eczema
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L,au

New Mextcu,

Cruces,

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Couiisollor a. Law
Practice in all the District Coot'
and gives special attention to canes
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offics: Laughlin Bit, banta F X. M.

C. W. Q. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y

For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
HARRY

D.

MOULTON

Attnrnv-at-La-

of

McKEAN

&

Attorneys-at-Law-

CHEETHAM;
.

Practice in all the Courts and Be
fore the Interior Department.

Na-

Taos,

New Mexico.

12,
Committee on December
H. L. ORTIZ.
a Republican National Con
Attorney and CounsetTor-at-LaChiof
the
to
held
in
be
City
vention,
Practicing before all the courts )U
cago, in the State of Illinois, at twelve the
'
June IS. SantaTerritory.
o'clock noon on Tuesday,
- New Mexico
Fe
1912, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for President and
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
to be voted for at the PresPublic Stenographer
Novemidential election on Tuesday,
Santa Fe, N. M.
ber 5, 1912, and for the transaction of
11 and 12 Laughlin Block
Rooms
such other business as may properly
Phone Red 162.
come before it, the Republican Cenof
New
of
the
State
Committee
tral
THE PROBERT
Mexico, assembled at Santa Fe on
this 25th day of January, 1912. here
ADVERTISING AGENCY.
by calls for the holding of a conven
tion of the Republican party of the Advertisements Place in Any PublicaState of New Mexico to be held in
tion in the World.. Write Us
the City of Santa Fe, State of ; New
for Rates, Etc., Lock Box 56.
Mexico, at two o'clock on Friday, the
Sth day of March, A. D., 1912, for the
TAOS, - - - NEW MEXICO
purpose of selecting eight delegates
and eight alternates to represent the
WARREN C. WADE
Republican party of the State of New
Mexico in the said national conven
Instructor in Voice
tion called to be held at Chicago on
Highest Recommendations.
the ISth day of June, 1912.
181 Palace Avenue.
The Republican Central Committees
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
oi the various counties of the State
Dentist
are by this committee requested and
Over Spitz's Jewelry Stoie.
directed to issue a call for the hold
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
ing of a county convention of the
Republican party in the respective Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
counties upon such notice and date as
for the
And by Appointment
they may deem expedient
purpose of electing delegates to the
said State convention to be held on
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
the 8th day of March, 1912, as aforePhysician and Surgeon.
said, at which the basis of represenOffice and Residence
Washingtoi
tation shall be one delegate for each Ave. nsxt door to Public Library.
one hundred votes, or a fraction there- Offioe Jours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
of of fifty or more, cast for the RepubHi i p. m. Evenings.
lican candidate for governor of the
Phone Black 47.
elecState of New Mexico at the late
tion held on the 7th day of November,
1911, and one delegate at large from
each county in addition, upon which
DON CASPAR
basis the representation at the State RESIDENCE,
AVE
convention of the Republican party
of the State of New Mexico, to be
Phone, 220 Red
held on March 8th, 1912, from the
SIDE PLAZA
several counties of the State, shall OFFICE, WEST
be as follows:
Phone, 237 Black
Delegates
19
Bernalillo
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M
7
Chaves
17
Colfax
4
Curry
14
Dona Ana
5
Eddy
12
Grant
11
Guadalupe
8
Lincoln
4
Luna
6
McKinley
15
Mora ...
6
Otero
9
Quay

Hotel Arrivals.

4

Attorneys-.nt-Lat-

Practlcs in ue Distil t Court m
wen as before tna Supreme Court w
the tern tui.

1P11. for

How Cold Affects the Kidneys.
Avoid taking cold if your kidneys are
kidsensitive. Cold
congests the
neys, throws too much work upon
them, and weakens their action. Serious kidney trouble and even Bright'
disease may result. Strengthen yout
kidneys, get rid of the pain and soreness, build them up by the timely use
of Foley Kidney Pills. Tonic in action, quick in results.

REUNION,

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

tional

WW s.

L'-

District and en?
preme Courts.
Prompt and careiui
attention given to all business.
Banta he.
New Mexico

CALL FOR REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
OF THE STATE OF
NEW MEXICO.

.

Scottish Rites

v

Practice in the

Santa Fe, N. U.
Warning Against Wet Feet.
Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
Wet and chilled feet usually affect Land Claims and Contests a
Specialty
the mucous membrane of the nose.
bronthroat and lungs, and la grippe,
Chas. R. Easley
F. Easley.
chitis or pneumonia may result. Chas. EASLEY
& EASLPY.
Watch carefully, particularly the
Attorneys at Law.
children, and for the racking stubPractice in tba courts and befors
born cougts giv Foley's hanej m
Tar Compound. It soothes the in- Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
flamed membranes, and heals the
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estao- cough quickly. Take no substlrate
cia, N. M,
For sale by all druggist .

Iee Major, El Paso.
parable from the point of view of ac
Montezuma.
curacy with those of the Bureau of
H. G. Prichard, Tulare, Cal.
credence
sufficient
may
the
Census,
wvti Over 50,000 Sermons Preached in 1911 be
A. H. Lujan, Las Vegas.
given to them to indicate that one
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
season.
Tuberculosis Death Rate High
of the most serious problems the orE. R. Fraser and Mrs Fraser, Gib- Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
Among Church Members.
dinary church has to consider is that
son.
of the devastation of its membership
all graduates from standard eastern
Charles E. Phillips, Denver.
Sermons on the prevention of con by tuberculosis. Every minister in
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
Reginald G. Cobbett, Tesuque.
this
should
United
and
States
modern
the
give
furnished, heated, lighted
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CAPITAL PHARMACY, SANTA FE, N. M.
Re&ister,
NATIONAL TUBERCULOSIS
DAY ON APRIL 28TH.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

A

six-inc-

SANTA FE.

1

Santa Fe County.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
The Sunset
Mining & Smelting
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Company held its annual stockholdRooms
ers' meeting at Albuquerque, at which
Bank Building,
City
Capital
various important matters of business
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
were attended to. A new board of
Assistant District Attorney, First
directors was elected for the ensuing
District.
year as follows: Alexis With, E. L. Judicial

j
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS.

HUMS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Seem' Things.

with
faded, brittle ai'.d scraggy, just moisten a cloth
Danderine and carefully draw it through your h;iir
The effect is
taking- one small strand at a time.
immediate and amazing your hair will be hpht,
of abunfluffy and wavy and have an appearance
and luxudance; an incomparable iustre, softness
health.
riance, the beauty and shimmer of true hair
of
will
Danderine,
an
after
as
application
Try you
dandruff or a loo:;e
you cannot tir.d a single trace of
or falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be after a few week's
use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
all over the scalp.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
It goes right to the
and sunshine are to vegetation.
Its
roots, invigorates and strengthens them.
abunprojierties cause the hair to grow
dantly long, strong and beautiful.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
is as pretty
yourself tonight -- now that your hair
and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
that's ali you surely can
by careless treatment
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you will just
awaits you.
try a little Danderine. Real surprise

AND

rLnullLu

Major W. M. Spence, who has the
reputation of being a sober man and

A little Danderine now will immediately double
the beauty of your hair No difference liow dull,

8

Ar
Lv

.tvt

MINES

leurc

The Record is Duly Impressed.
When it comes to outside newspapers The Record gets more real satisfaction from reading the Santa Fe
New Mexican than from any other
sheet. It's quaint utterances and the
weird views on its editorial page are
better than "Puck" or. "Judge" any
day. But, aside from that, the New
Mexican really gives the news of the
Capital City. Of course U is from a
Republican standpoint, but it's all
there. Roswell Daily Recora.

Get a 25 Cent Bottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff
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DP. J. M. DIAZ,

Kansas City
Land Show

Kio

20

Arriba

Roosevelt
Sandoval
San Juan
San Miguel

Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos

Torrance
Union
Valencia

February 26 to
March 9

..

4

6
5

30
18
6
22
14
10
14
19
305

All notice of contest shall be submitted in writing setting forth the
giound of contest, which must be
filed with the Secretary of the State
Central Committee at least two days
before the meeting of said convention.
All county conventions must be
held not later than the 4th day of
March, 1912.
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO,
Chairman.
HERBERT W. CLARK, Secretary.

PILLS
CHICHESTER SBRAND.
A

ladled! A.K ynr vruniei ir A
Diamond
fills Id Ktd nd Wold mMilllcV
boxes, scaled with Blue Ribbon. V
Tab no IbeF. Buy of yonr
S
DnuzUt.
UlAlIuND HRAND PILLS, for SS

Lrd

veus known as Best. Safest, Alwsys Rellabla
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

for the city man
An
whose thoughts turn back to the
farm. An object lesson for the farmer
farmlooking for hints on
ing. Intensely interesting and entertaining lectures on a variety of subMoving pictures and other
jects.
views of many sections of the Southwest. Exhibits of improved machinery that lessens labor, saves time and
increases results.
Better go. Take your family and
friends with you.

Free Lectures.
Excellent Music.
liberal education along lines
will interest you and every
member of your family irrespective
of age or sex.
A

that

For further particulars call on

H. S. LUTZ,

Agent,
Santa Fe, N.

M.

.
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FLAT INCREASES IN
MEAT PRICES ORDERED.

REPAIR PAUL REVERE CHURCH

Manager of Beef Sales Department
of Armour & Co. Makes Damaging Admission.
(By Special LenspG Wire to New Mexican)
CVhicago, I1L, Feb. 15. More telegrams showing that flat increases in
the price of dressed beef were made
by Armour & Co., without regard to
the grade of the product, were read
to the jury in he packers' trial today.
H. A. Russell, manager of the beef
sales department of Armour & Co.,
admitted having sent the messages
but denied that the practice of making
flat increases was generally followed.
Government Counsel Sheean asked
the witness if he desired to change
his previous testimony in regard to
the method of raising prices.
"I have no further explanation to
make in regard to my previous testimony," said the witness; these flat
increases were made at times, but it
was not the general practice."
One of the telegrams read to the
jury was as follows:
"Chicago, 111., Feb. 14, 1910.

Rawlerson,
New York N. Y.:
Commencing today we will add fifty
cents to request on branch houses.
H. A. J."
"What did that mean?" asked Attorney Sheean.
"It meant an increase of fifty cents
a hundred pounds over the memorandum cost or request price sent to the
branch houses," said Russell.
"Vrho directed you to make thai in-

"Old

North" Edifice to Be Closed
to the Public for a
Year.

Boston. Christ church, the Old
Vorth church, from the steeple of
which were hung the lights which
sent Paul Revere on his ride through
Middlesex, is to be closed to the public for a year while the edifice is
being rebuilt and made fireproof. The
danger of the old church's being de--

II J

1

crease?"

"I acted on my own judgment."
"What did you mean by the term
"billing up?"
"I meant to increase the memorandum cost in a certain territory so as
to bring the price up to the average
for the week," said the witness.

Old North Church.

stroyed by fire has been a menace for
years.
"Hang a lanterc aloft in the belfry
arch," Longfellow makes Paul Revere
Michael Young, Particularly Desired say to his companion the night of the
famous ride. A tablet on the wall of
By Government Surrenders
the church commemorates the famous
at Boston.
incident. It reads:
The signal lanterns of Paul Revere
(By Special Leased Vrrre to TCew Mexican
Boston, Mass., Feb. 15. Michael J. Displayed in the steeple of this church,
April 18, 1775,
Young, business agent for the Boston
Warned the country of the march
branch of the Iron Workers union,
of the British troops to
surrendered to a United States marLexington and Concord.
shal today in connection with the dynamite conspiracy indictment against
him. He was held in $10,000 bail for BUTTRESSED TREE IN BRAZIL
a hearing next Saturday.
Pail was not furnished, but as coun- pne pf Many Strange Forms of Tree
SIX ALLEGED DYNAMITERS
STILL TO BE ARRESTED.

sel who accompanied Young said he
CAljeCted bondsmen to appear,
the
pr'soner was remanded to the custody
of the marshal.
Six Still to Be Arrested.
Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 15. Official
reports received by the government
today showed that only six out of the
fifty-fou- r
men indicted in the dynamite conspiracy had not been arrested. They are:
J. J. McCray, formerly an iron worker of Wheeling, W. Va., but said to
have left there.
J. W. Irwin, Peoria, 111., local union
official.
Frank K. Painter, Omaha, Neb., local union official, said to have left that

Life Found In Brazilian
Forests.

Tampa,

Fla.

""

Brazil is wonderfully

rich in forest resources at present
practically untouched. Only a small
portion of the country's vast foresta
have been explored and logging operations are carried on only at a few
points on its great rivers.
The illustration shows an odd "buttressed" tree on the banks of the

Milton H. Davis, Philadelphia, former member of the executive board.
Patrick Ryan, Chicago, local busi-res- s
agent.
William K. Benson, Detroit, former
president of the Detroit Federation of

Labor.
District Attorney Miller was in communication with the' federal authorities at Boston regarding the search
for Young. Mr. Miller said the government was particularly anxious to
apprehend Young, who is one of the
five executive board members indicted.

The other members are Frank M.
Rvan, president of the Iron Workers;
Herbert S. Hockin, of Detroit; John
Butler of Buffalo, N. Y., and Patrick

Amazon.

RACE ENTRIES AT
JUAREZ ARE ANNOUNCED.

(Bt

The "Buttressed" Tree.

Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)

Juarez, Mex., Feb. 15. Entries for
tomorrow:
First race, selling,
four furlongs.
Moss Rose, Little
Blonde,
Mother Katclnm,
Queen of the Turf, 102, Dan Stearnes,
Rtckles Lad, 105; Velie Forty Casanova,, Beulah Mc, 110; Peter Honce, 105.

Second race, selling,' six furlongs.
Salai, Velsini, 109; Harlem Maid,
Belle of the Bay, Alivia, 110;
Bill Eaton , Father Stafford,
High
Street, Gramercy, Regards, 112; J. F.
Crowley, 115.
Third race, selling, six furlongs. X
Lehigh, 92; Mary Emily, 95; Batwa,
97; San Bernito, X Parnell Girl, 107;
Jim Mc, Transparent, Bob Farley, 109 ;
Mauretania, Flying Pearl, 110; Brighton, Novgorod, Stafford, 112; High
Range, Dave Montgomery, 115.
Fourth race, handicap, six furlongs.
Uncle Ben, 102; Gold Finn. 105; Koot-ena106; Chapultepec, 115, Pride of
Lismore, 125.
Fifth race, selling, mares 4 years
old and upward, six furlongs. X Chil-l100; Zool, 105; Sona, 1086; Meddling Hannah, 112.
Sixth race, selling one mile. X
97; Sugar Lump, Pipe Vision, 100; X Bit of Fortune, 102;
t,
105; Tom Franks, Black Mate.
The Monk, 107: Glorio, 110.
allowance.
Min-nolet-

a,

It

is

one of many
strange forms of tree life in which
Brazilian forests are rich. So vast is
the extent of the Brazilian forests that
botanists will have free scope for investigations for many years to come
and when the railroads penetrate
these great forests Brazil will be in
a position to furnish the entire world
with hardwood lumber of the finest
quality.
only

SAID 'SWEETHEART'

TO HORSE

New York Driver Who Says Other Am
imal It Named "Darling" Is Dismissed.
New York. As Mrs. Magdaline Petz
and her husband of Brooklyn were
crossing the street Samuel Rosen
drove In a wagon.
"Step lively there, old sweetheart,"
Rosen called out.
So angered were Petz and his wife
that they called Policeman Poole and
bad Rosen arrested. He was taken
before Magistrate Breen.
"Why," Rosen protested, "I call one
of my horses Darling and the other Sweetheart. I was just telling
Sweetheart to gid-aa little faster.
I wasn't addressing the woman at
p

all."

He was discharged.

Woman Trapped In a Bed.
Kenton, Del. Imprisoned for three
days in a wrecked bed, Miss Elizabeth
Graham was rescued just in time to
save her life. She sat on the edge of
the bed to undress when three slats
gave way. The bed sank in the middle and closed upon her, holding her
prisoner until neighbors came to the
rescue three days later.

CALL FOR BIDS FOP: BRIDGE. '
Bids are invited for the construction of a bridge across the Arroyo
Tenorio, Don Gaspar avenue.
Plans
and specifications may be Inspected at
The Conceited Sort.
the office of the mayor of the city of The man who doth well please himself
Santa Fe. Bids will be opened on Oh. listen to me, brothers!
March 1, 1912, at 3 p. m. The city re- E'en when he' blest with brains and
pelf.
serves the right to reject any or all
Oft grates upon all others.

.0

bids.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
Mayor.
T. P. DELGADO, Clerk.

Attest:

Try a New Mexican want
fcringa

remit.

ad.

K

A Root or a Podf
"How do you get capers? Do you
dig 'em or what?"
Tre beard of cutting 'em. That'

all I know"

-

M.
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association for beneficial or protec
tive purposes to its members from
funds collected therein.
Closing Quotations.
3.
The principal place where the
Xew York, X. Y., Feb. 1 -- Call
business of said corporation shall be
Extensive Swamps Are Being money, 2
prime paper, transacted shall be Phoenixville.
3
Mexican dolCreated in Some Sections.
silver, 59
4.
The names and residences of its
lars, 47; copper,
;:.!i5fi 14.05;
tin, subscribers are: ('has. J. Roberts,
4.07
4X50;
42.50(5
lead,
Warren Tavern, Jacob Snell, Potts- 65
sugar, 119; AtIrrigation of Crops Is New Science, amalgamated,
Harry A. Kulp, Phoenixville;
jtown:
chison, 104; Great Xorhern, l:i0
Wiland It Is Logical That Perfection
David Rixstine.
Phoenixville;
Xew-

WASTE

IN

MARKET REPORT

IRRIGATING

York Central, no
Xorhern
Is Not Being Reached in Its
Pacific, 117
Reading, 157
Application.
Souhern Pacific, ins
Union Pacific, 165; steel, 0 I S; pfd., 10$
In many sections of the irrigated
Lead and Spelter.
districts extensive swamps are being
St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 15. Lead steady
created by the excessive use of water. 2.95;
Spelter firm 6.50.
Unless some effective measure is proGrain and Provisions.
mulgated to check this excessive use
15.
Feb.
Wheat
Chicago,
May
of water a loss which can hardly be 101
95
July
estimated is sure to result. This comCorn May 68
July 6S.
mon mistake can be corrected by
Oats May 521-2- ;
48.
July
state or national government
Pork May 16.15.
restriction of the use of water in ir'
Lard May 9.17
rigation.
Ribs May S.Tafi S.77
The irrigation of crops is a new sciChicago.
ence, and it is logical that perfection
Chicago, Feb. 15. Cattle Receipts
has not been approached in its prac5.500.
Market slow, steady. Beeves
tical application.
The excessive use
of water is a natural tendency under $4.70(r, S.50; Texas steers $4.60f(5.73:
western steers $4.S5f7; stockers and
the conditions which have" developed
this science. The farmer does not at- feeders $3.801.6.10; cows and heifers
$2.10(f6.15; calves $5.75'aS.25.
tempt to determine the amount of
Market
Hogs
Receipts 32, (too.
moisture his land carries under normixed
mal conditions, nor what degree of. strong. Light $5.75ffi 6.12
85 (ft 6.20; rough
moisture a certain crop requires. The $5.85 6.20; heavy $5.
men of science have demonstrated $5.S5(fi5.95; pigs $4. 25 (ft 5.S0; bulk of
that an excess over 20 per cent, is det- sales $6.10g 6.1a.
Market
Sheep
Receipts 5,000.
rimental to almost all crops. This excess of moisture excludes the air from steady to 10c higher. Xative $3.25?
the soil and at the same time, car- 4.80: western $3.S0fi 4..S5; yearlings
ries off the fertility of the soil and $3.75 5.75; lambs, native $4.25(fi 4.75;
western $4.606.75.
impoverishes the land permanently.
Kansas City.
If the best results in physical condiKansas City, Mo., Feb. 15. Cattle
tion and fertility of the soil are secured there can be no waste of irri- Receipts, 2 000 including loo southgation by a sub or surface flow from erns. Market setady to strong. Xahe field. The system of irrigation tive steers, $5.5nf S.25;
Southern
which creates swamp conditions not steers, $5.250.aO; Sotihernf cows
only wastes the water but wastes the and heifers, $3.00if 5.25; native cows
fertility of the land that is being irri- and heifers, $2.90(?i 0.50 ; stockers anu
gated. This double waste should be feeders, $4.00(&G.i;o; bulls,
$4.00
effectively stopped by the authority 5.35; calves,
7.50 ;
western
of law.
steers, $5.007.25; western cows,
While we are expending millions of $3.005.25.
dollars in redeeming plants we are
Market
11,000.
Hogs rteeeipts,
making extensive swamps by an ex- steady bulk of sales, $5.S06.15;
travagant waste of water. When land heavy, $6.10(fI6.20; packers and butchis correctly irrigated there can be. no
waste of water to overflow or make ers, $5.90(i.20; lights, $5.ti06.00;
pigs, $4.505.u0.
swamps by capillary flow. These new
1,0011.
Market
Sheep Receipts,
swamps are presenting serious engi$3.25 U 4.75; lambs,
neering problems of drainage. The re strong. .Muttons,
lease of water from subterranean ba- $5.00 6.30; fed wethers and yearlings
fed ewes, $2.50(ft. 3.90.
sins is expensive and uncertain. The $4.00C'5-50Cotton.
can
be
drainage proposition
simplified
Xew York, Feb. 15. Cotton "spot
by an effective control of ttie water
which is supplied at such a great ex- closed quiet 20 points lower. Midmiddling gulf
pense, and which is in demand for the dling uplands 10.50;
redemption of excessive desert areas. 10.75. Xo sales.
It will be a blessing to the land owner who is constantly
putting the nat- VALUES ON STOCK
ural mineral fertilizers b( his soil
EXCHANGE PICK UP.
nio solution and sending it to the
alkali beds Canadian Pacific Is Principal Gainer,
swamps and the
to become a menace and a waste.
Owing to Active Demand
From Berlin.
Any restrictive measure which could
be enforced to prevent the excessive
use of water would be forth millions (By Special Leased Wire t Mew Mexican
to the farm owners. That same measXew York, N. Y., Feb. 15. Although
ure would redeem the millions of the stock market today continued to
dollars worth of land now in swamp show the lack of aggressive action by
wastes.
was
opinion
traders, speculative
Unless the irrigator can be induced cheerful and the market advanced
or compelled to retain all the waste after an
early period of irregularity.
water on his land the
United States steel and Union Paciland will become an Impoverished fic were the leaders in the movement.
waste, and the land into and upon Some foreign buying was again
rewhich this water flows will become
on the strength of the improvported
worthless alkali beds.
ed relations between
end
England
The excessive user of water and
Canadian Pacific was in
his name is legion should be saved Germany.
from self destruction; and his neigh- demand from Berlin and where it is
largely held.
bor should be protected.
Improvement in the copper group
and several other specialties towards
Machines.
Milking
noon was ignored by U. S. steel and
The use of milking machines has
active railroads, these issues falling
Vicbeen considerably extended in
back somewhat
from their
high
toria, Australia, during the past seaof the first hour.
of prices
son; and, owing to the scarcity
Bonds were steady.
suitable labor on dairy farms, their
Union Pacific surrendered most of
to
be
become
adoption may
expected
even more general.
The provincial its forenoon advance and there was
board of agriculture says: "It Is ad- intermittent selling of Reading which
visable to emphaslEe that the utmost discouraged active ventures for the
care and cleanliness are necessary. A long account. Fluctuations in general
were of a trivial nature with the marhaphazard method of dealing with rubber tubes and fittings cannot be toler- ket showing increasing dullness as
ated. Greater care is necessary with the day progressed.
The market closed steady.
these machines than is the case with
Price movements were somewhat
the ordinary pail; but, given that extra intelligent attention, milking by conflicting in the closing hour. Amalrose to its highest,
machinery should not detrimentally gamated Copper
Pacific and United
Union
affect the quality of the product. It ia
advisable to cleanse the cow's teats States Steel reacted further. Neither
before attaching the milking cups and of these variations had any appreci
to carefully strip every cow after the able effect on the general market but
machine is detached to see that no there was a fairly good undertone.
milk has been left behind. Animals
regarding which there may be any sus- State of New Mexico,
Office of the State Corporation ComWith
picion should be
mission.
these precautions the machine will
Certificate of Comparison.
answer every purpose."
I, George W. Armijo, Clerk of the
State Corporation Commission of the
Cutting Corn for Silage.
The composition of corn undergoes State of New Mexico, do hereby cerrapid changes from the tasseling pe- tify that there was filed for record
riod until maturity. The dry mattei in this office at 9:30 o'clock A. M. on
shows an increase of one and three-fifth- the Twenty-seconday of January, A.
tons per acre from the time the D. 1912, Certified Copy of Articles of
corn is In tassel until the kernels arfl Incorporation of The Continental Bedented. Tasselod corn has only one neficial Association, (No. 7051), and
fifth as much dry matter as mature also, that I have compared the followcorn. It is owing to such changes
ing copy of the same, with the orithat corn must be cut at the propel ginal thereof now on file, and declare
Is
to
tf
make
it
the
best
stage
silage it to be a correct
transcript therefrom
If cut too green, the silage will sout
of the whole thereof.
and
more easily and will not possess the
In testimony Whereof, I have herefullest food value. Immature corn il
seal
often the cause of the complaints thai unto set my hand and affixed the
of said Commission at the City of
undesirable
milk.
cu
makes
If
silage
too ripe, the desired succulence Is lost Santa Fe, he Capital, on this Twenty-fiftday of January, A. D. 1912.
The proper stage for cutting is when
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
the lower leaves have commenced tc
CommisClerk, State Corporation
fire and brown, yet when the greatei
part of the leaves are still green. Th sion.
kernels should be out of the milk Charter of the Continental Beneficial
Association.
stake and dented and hardened.
We, the undersigned, and other ciProfit In Calves.
tizens of the Commonwealth of PennSome dairymen believe it doesn't sylvania, who have associated for the
pay to raise calves. These men are purposes hereinafter set forth, being
shortsighted, and if they continue ic desirous of obtaining a Charter of
the business many years will realize Incorporation, and obtaining the bethe folly of their policy.
nefits of the Act of General Assembly
The Degree Wanted.
of the Commonwealth of PennsylvaDoctor Of course, the worst may nia, entitled "An Act regulating the
happen and your uncle die. But let organization end incorporation of seus hope for the best.
cret fraternal beneficial societies, orExpectant Heir You may, doctor, ders or associations and protecting
but 1 prefer to hope for the worst
the rights of members therein." Approved the 6th day of April, A. D.,
1893, do hereby certify that:
Recommended.
1.
The name of this corporation
"That Jones boy who used to work
for you wants to hire out to me. la shall be "The Continental Beneficial
Association."
be steady?"
2. The purposes of said corpora"Steady? It be waa any ateadier
he'd be motionless." Judge.
tion shall be the maintenance of an
.1

(T

;

d

place.

A. Cooley of New Orleans.

FE NEW MEXICAN', SANTA FS, N.

hand-milke-

s

d

h

liam Laporte, Phoenixville.
The names of its officers are: President Edward F. (Ireiner, Royersford,
Pa., 3 years, Secretary Edward Taney
Plush, Pottstown, Pa., 3 years, Treasurer Christain T. Burkhardt, Philadelphia, 3 years.
The names of the Executive Committee are: Christain S. Carmack,
Port Providence, Pa., 3 years; Daniel
Rixstine, Phoenixville, Pa., 3 years;
Henry C. linyley, Royersford, Pa., 3
years; Jacob Snell, Pottstown, Pa., 3
years; John Armstrong, Phoenixville,
Pa., 3 years. Henry A. Kulp, Phoenixville, 3 years.
To have succession by its corporate name perpetually, subject to the
power of the General Assembly under the Constitution of this Commonwealth:
and defend judicial
To maintain
proceedings:
To make and use a common seal
and alter the same at pleasure:
To be capable of taking, receiving,
purchasing, holding and transferring
real and personal property for the
purpose of its incorporation and for
no

other purpose:

To elect, appoint and remove the
officers and agents, for the management of its business and carrying out
its objects and to allow them a suitable compensation:
To make a constitution and general laws for the management of its
affairs, not inconsistent with the Cons
titution and laws of this State, and to
alter and amend the same when necessary. When so made, altered or
and
amended, the said Constitution
general laws shall be the law governing such society, order or associaits officers, subordinate
tion and
lodges, councils or bodies and the
members in their relations to such
society, order or association in all

their acts:

To provide in the Constitution and
general laws for the payment to its
members of sick, disability or death
claims in such amounts as may be
authorized and directed by said Constitution and general laws. And also
to provide for the payment, in not
less than five years, to members
whose beneficiary or distribution period may then expire, of such sum
pot exceeding the maximum amount
named in the beneficiary certificates
as the Constitution and general laws
in force at the expiration of said period may authorize and direct:
To collect from its members
fees, dues and assessments
the fund necessary to carry on its
operations and provide for the payment of its benefits, which assessments shall be made in manner and
form as provided by its Constitution
and general laws:
To carry on its operations through
supreme and subordinate bodies or
lodges and to issue beneficiary or re
lief certificates in accordance with its
Constitution and general laws:
To enter into any obligation necessary for the transaction of its af-

fairs:
State

,
of

V

7

Pennsylvania,

County of Chester. ss.
I, John H. Miller, a member of the
firm of Miller & Sullivan, being duly
affirmed, declare that the annexed advertisement appeared in the Daily
Republican of October 6, 11, and 18th
issues.
JOHN H. MILLER.
Affirmed and subscribed to before
me this 22nd day of October, A. D.,
1894.

I. E. MILLER,
N. P.

(Notarial seal.)
State of Pennsylvania,
County of Chester. ss.
On this 23rd day of October, A. D.,
1894, personally appeared before me,
a Notary Public in and for the County of Chester, John G. Moses, business manager of the Daily Local News
of West Chester, Pa., who being duly,
affirmed according to law, deposes
and says: that the Notice of Application for Charter (a copy of which is
hereunto
attached) of an intended
corporation to be called "The Contiwas
nental Beneficial Association"
published in the said Daily Local
News in the issues of Oct. 5th, Oct.
8th, Oct. 19th & 23rd, 1894.
J. G. MOSES,
Bus. Mgr.
Affirmed and subscribed before me
this 23rd day of October, A. D., 1894.
EOLINE G. GREEN,
Notary Public.
(Notarial seal.)
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
County of Chester. ss.
Before me, a Notary Public of said
County, personally appeared Charles
J. Roberts, M. D., Jacob Snell, Henry
A. Kulp, Daniel Rixstine, William Laporte, five of the subscribers to the
above and foregoing certificate of incorporation of the Continental Beneficial Association, and in due form of
law acknowledge the same to be their
act and deed.
Witness my hand and official seal,
this twenty-sixtday of October,
Anno Domini, One Thousand Eight
Hundred and ninety-four- .
CHAS. J. ROBERTS, M. D.
JACOB SNELL,
HARRY A. KULP,
DANIEL RIXSTINE,
WILLIAM LAPORTE.
Certified to before me in Phoenixville, Pa., this 26th day of October,

fore John R. Dohson, a Notary Public, of said County, and the same
duly certified under the hand or official seal of the said John R. Dob-soNotary Public, and having been
duly pres. :ted to me, the undersigned, a law judge of the said county, accompanied by proof of publication of the notice of such application.
I
have perused and excertify that
amined said instrument, and that I
find the same in proiver form and
within the purposes named in the
Act of Assembly approved the sixth
day of April, s!t:;, entitled "An act
and inregulating the organization
corporation of Secret Fraternal Beneficial Societies. Orders or Associations and protecting the rights of
members therein," and that the same
appears lawful and not injurious to
the community.
It is, therefore,
ordered and decreed that the said charter be, and
the same is, hereby approved, and
upon the recording of said charter
and order, the subscribers thereto and
their associates shall be a corporation
for the purposes and upon the terms
therein stated.
JOS. HEMPHILL,
(Signed!
A. L. J.
(Seal of Court.)
I, I. M. Curry, Recorder of Deeds,
etc., in and for Chester Co., Pa., do
hereby certify that the within is a
true copy of the Charter of "The
Continental Beneficial Asso." left for
record in the office at West Chester
the 10th day of November, 1894. and
recorded in Corporation Book Xo. 4.
Pg. 120. Witness my hand and seal
of office this 30th day of Dec. 1911.
D. M. CURRY,
Recorder.
Endorsed: No. 7051. Foreign. Cor.
Rcc'd. vol. 0 Page 146. Certified copy
of The
of Articles of Incorporation
Continental Beneficial Association.
Filed in Office of State Corporation
Commission Jan. 22, 1912: 9:30 A. M.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
Clerk.
Compared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
State of Xew Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
I hereby certify that this instrument was filed for record on the 3rd
day of February, A. D., 1912, at 9
o'clock A. M., and was duly recorded
in Book I of the records of Corp's.
page 552, on this 12th day of February, A. D., 1912.
Witness my hand and Seal of Of1
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Nicely furnished room.

FOR RENT

Inquire Xew Mexican.
FOR SALE Fine modern
house
and ranch at Truchas, N. M. Address
126 Hillside ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR SALE Pool and billiard hall
with six tables pays well. Must be
sold at once Price $1600. O. C. Wat-so- n
Co.
. .WANTED
Situation as assistant
bookkeeper or plumber's apprentice
Some experience in both. Handy at
anything. Ed. Phillips, 242 Agua

Fria Street.

ROOMS FdTV RENT One, three,
or five nice, new, comfortably rooms
for rent at 237 Washington avenue.'"
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally nice and well suited foi
boarders.

TYPEWRP TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
.
platens furnished. Ribbons and
Typewriters sold, exchanged
a"J rented. Standard makes bandied.
AU repair work and
typewrites guar,
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter E
Phone 231.
change.
sup-plies-

Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodgi,
No. 1. A. F. & A. M.
Regular communn
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a
7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LdNNBY. Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter Na.
M.
Regular

1, R. A.

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H P
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

fice.

Santa Fe Commander

M. A. ORTIZ,
County Clerk, Santa Fe Co., X. M.
V. I. ALARID,

,

Deputy.

State of Xew Mexico,
Office of the State

Corporation

Commission.
Certificate of Comparison.
I, George W. Armijo, Clerk of the
State Corporation Commission of the
State of New Mexico, do hereby certify that there was filed for record
in this office at 9:30 o'clock A. M. on
the Twenty-seconday of January,
A. D,, 1912, Certificate Designating
Agent and Principal Place of Business of The Continental Beneficial
Association, (No.7052,) and also, that
I have compared
the following copy
of the same, with the original thereto
now on file, and declare .it to be a
correct transcript therefrom and of
the whole thereof.
In Testimony
Whereof, I have
hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of said Commission, at the City
of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this
Twenty-fiftday of January, A. D.,
1912.
GEO. W. ARMIJO.
CommisClerk, State Corporation
sion of New Mexico.
Statement of the Continental Beneficial Association.
This association duly incorporated
under the laws of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, and desiring to transact business in the State of Xew
Mexico, makes the following stated

No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Mon-- day in each month ct
Masonic. Ha.ll at 7:Jff
p. m.

,

W. H. KENNEDY. K. C.
W. B. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe uodge er
Perfection No. 1, 14tU
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite ot
Free Masonry meets oa

the

third Monday of each montfc
7:30 o'clock In the evening La
Masonic Hall, south side of Plata,
Visiting Potish Kite Masons are ec
dially Invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT. 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

at

Secretary.
B. P. O.

Fe Lodge

No.

460, B. P. O. E. holds
its regular session 01

the second and fourtt

h

of
Wednesday
month. Visiting

are invitee

welcome.

each
broth-er- a

aid

CARL, A. BISHOP.

J. D. SENA,

Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

ment:

Brotherhood
of
American Yeoman
Meets
Second

The name of the organization is:
Continental Beneficial Association.
The location of its registered office
in New Mexico is: Santa Fe, N. M.,
and the name of he agent in charge
of such office upon whom process
against the corporation may be served
is: Jacobo Chavez, Superintendent of
Insurance.
The amount of authorized capital

and Fourth Thura
d a 7 a. Firemaa'i
Hall. H. Poremam,
A. E. V. Robinson,

Cor. bee. Fred T.
Alarid.

Santa Fe Camp
M.
A.

is:

W.
The amount of capital actually ismeets second Tuessued and outstanding is:
day each month, so
The character of business to be
cial meeting tLird
transacted in New Mexico is: As a
Tuesday at Elks
Fraternal
Association
Hall. Vlating nelgb.
Beneficiary
providing Sick, Accident, Death and bora weicome.
A. G. WHITTTER, (Vnsul
other benefits to its members.
In Witness Whereof, the said Con- CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
tinental Beneficial Association has
Santa Fe Camp No.
caused its name to be hereunto subscribed and its corporate seal to be
'
"
first Tuesday of each
hereto affixed, and these presents to
be executed by its President and
month; social meeting
third Tuesday at Elks'
Secretary, this 19th day of December,
1911.
HalL Visiting neighCONTINENTAL BENEFICIAL
bors welcome.
ASSOCIATION.
NETTIE VICKROY,
(Corporate Seal.)
Oracle.
MAGGIE L. FRIDAY, Recorder.
By D. ADNA BROWN,
President.
Attest :
Society Stationery The New Mexican Printing Company have on hand
C. H. BAKER,
and can make up promptly the latest
Secretary.
Endorsed. No. 7052. Foreign. Cor. forms in society stationery. The new
Rec'd. Vol. 6 Page 152. Certificate size correspondence cards, etc. Or.
Designating Agent and Principal Place ders taken for engraved and emSeveral lines to make
of Business of The Continental Bene- bossed work.
your selection from.
ficial Association.
Filed in Office of State Corporation
First La Grippe, Then Brcncnltis.
Commission Jan. 22, 1912; 9:30 A. M.
That was the case with Mrs. W. S.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
McCreary,
Ky. "My wife
Clerk. Bailey-was taken down with a severe atC.
O.
D.
to
E.
J. J.
Compared
tack of la grippe, which run into
State of New Mexico,
bronchitis.
She coughed as tho' sh
County of Santa Fe. ss.
had consumption and could not sleep
I hereby certify that this instruat night. The first bottle of Foley's
ment was filed for record on the 3rd
Honey and
Compound gave her
day of February A. D., 1912, at 9 so much relief that she continued
o'clock A. M., and was duly recorded
1894.
using il until she was permanently
in Book I of the records of Corp., cured." For sale
JOHN R. DOBSON,
by all druggists.
Notary Public. page 557, on this 12th day of Feb(Notarial seal.)
ruary A. D., 1912.
Are You a Sellerr atv avrertisa
State of Pennsylvania,
Witness my hand and Seal of office. ment In the classified columns ot the
M. A. ORTIZ,
County of Chester. ss.
New Mexican will put your real estate
And now, November 19, 1894, the County Clerk, Santa Fe County, N. M. on the market effectively. It will put
V, I. ALARID,
foregoing certificate of incorporation
the facts of your property before the
be
having been duly acknowledged
Deputy. eyes of all possible bOTeia.
13514,

jrs,

uiig

h
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house, owneu by Fidel Apodaca, was number is on Fort Zarah on the San-- ver, 24 years old, married and a fathhalf destroyed by flames near Albu- ta Fe Trail. There are other features er, has lost his identity, forgotten who
he is, forgotten his employment and
The dwelling of interest in this issue.
querque this morning.
Don't Forget the sale Saturday at his fa.nily and wandered
away, in
was unoccupied. The loss was about
mind a boy of 12 years, searching for
$500. The origin of the fire is un- the Plaza Market Co.
known.
Neglected and Stolen Bibles The Bi- his mother. The case of Joseph Hume
The Capital City Dairy, having bles which the Gideon society install- is a puzzle to the medical fraternity.
him but
been moved to the Bishops Ranch, ed in the hotels of Denver some time Scientists have examined
and the capacity increased, is now ago are failing to fulfill the mission are unable to offer any explanation
I
MOfrn
HW
In rare for his actions.
able to supply all demand for milk for which they were
1
and cream. From February 12 price ot cases are they i'vd at all. and when
Patronize our bulk chocolates once
rvilk reduced to ten cents per quart. some zealous worshiper does attempt and you will surely come back for
!
Commissioners at Last Had to read the book left in his room by more. Zook's.
1 to County Back
Guin 1872 the Ute Pass the passing Gideons, he becomes so
Stabbed Policeman Mauricio
Pay
road
in
El Paso county, Colo intensely interested in the perusal tierrez was arrested at El Paso for
!
wagon
Sex-Young
Either
Ladies Need Not
Age
or Old !
rado, was constructed; payment of a that he almost invariably carries the attempting to stab Policeman Santos
balance of the cost price was ordered book away with him. In several of S. Rouyae.
!
Once !
Apply
Girl Kills Herself
Sixteen year old
by the court of appeals this week. By the hotels the managers have replaced
the decision, Frank Flanagan will col- Bibles almost every week since they Catalina Enriques killed herself at El
MEATS.
BUTTER.
lect $3,000 which he has sought from were installed. The maids report that Paso with a revolver. She shot herevery board of commissioners in El they have to dust the Bibles almost self in the heart.
We Handle Only the Best
Butter has declined. We are selling
Accused of White
Paso county for the last forty years. every morning, which is in itself a
Slavery Xine-tee37
BUTTER, BUTTER,
Packing House Products.
year old Jose Peralta was arBeauty Depends upon the clearness very significant fact.
and softness of the skin. Zook's Cold
Lost His Identity Fifth Time For rested at El Paso on the charge of
Cream makes skin clear and soft.
the fifth time in fourteen years, Jo- keeping fourteen year old Cecilia Rak
Nathan Salmon's ad. today. You will seph Hume, foreman for the Ver-ne-r mirez. The charge is under the fed-ei1
while slave act.
find the entire space devoted to clothTrunk and Bag Company, at Den
ing for "Little Men." It will be of interest to mothers to read this advertisement carefully, for Mr. Salmon
claims to carry the largest line ot
THE OAILT
OP.
the
little
clothing for
folks to be found in the city.
Georgia Minstrels Sunday night, 10
AT THE- and 15. Xew State.
THE
WEATHER FORECAST.
Do not forget that when you want
Denver, Colo., Feb. 13 Xew
flowers to call up ti.e Clarendon Gar-doMexico, tonight and Friday genLocated One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
Gardens or stop in at Butts Drug
(rally fair, except local snow
Store.
HEADQUATERS
V.
R.
Phone Black 12.
in northeast portion tonight.
BOYLE, Manager.
Meet.
County School Teachers
FOR
Xot much change in tempera- DOWN TOWN STAND IN BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.
County School Superintendent John
ture.
V. Conway yesterday called a
meeting
HIGH-GRAD- E
o the public school teachers of Santa
Fe county which will be held tomorGreat Vaudeville Xew State tonight. row afternoon at 1:30 o'clock at the
HAVE YOUR WATCH
Salt Bricks for your horse and cow High School building. An
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
interesting
at Goebels.
program has been prepared and all
WATCH will run without
Weak Back? Sure sign you need a teachers are asked to be
present.
box of Zook's kidney pills.
oil or cleaning longer than
Roller Skating for the children SatCity Council Tonight A meeting urday evening,
any other piece of machinNew State.
Bring
of the city council will be held this ycur skates, 10c.
Of
ery but it needs bo'.li occasionold
8 o'clock.
at
evening
Saloon
The Cave saBurglarized
ally.
New
home
State
of greater shows, loon at Silver City was entered by
Make
If you will consider ih:.t the rim of
cheap prices, Vaudeville tonight.
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
burglars Sunday
night and $57.60
look
like
Women's Aid Society The Wom- were taken out of the cash drawer.
miles a day, you will m : grudge your
44
watch a speck of oil ?.:v a cleaning
an's Aid Society of the Presbyterian The burglary was similar to that comAre
Pieces
brtce a year.
It will increase the
Church will meet tomorrow afternoon mitted in a Santa Fe saloon.
life and accuracy r.f yo::r watch.
with Mrs. R. H. Hanna.
Leave your watch with u:
Story Telling Hour. The story tellSubscriptions for the Saturday Eve- ing hour each week at the
public li
ning Post, Country Gentleman, Ladies brary pleases the little folks immenseHome Journal and Cosmopolitan are
ly. This week, the young folks will
taken by Billy Goebel.
Used for all interior work
meet in the Kindergarten room of the
Aid Meets The Ladies' Aid Society
School
at
tomorrow
o'clock
3:30
High
of the Presbyterian church meets at
where any varnish stain is
2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon at afternoon and Miss fsilm will tell the
wanted.
some
children
of the classics of chilthe home of Mrs. R. H. Hanna.
Furniture and
s literature.
uren
admission
ine
is
Scouts
Boy
There will be no meetBrightens woodwork, furfree and later the story telling will be
ing of the Boy Scouts tomorrow evenresumed
at
the
public library instead
niture, beds, floors, tables
ing, but the usual meeting on SaturQeenstvare.
of in the school building.
forenoon
will
take place.
day
and shelving.
Watch for Special Sale Saturday at
Boost for the New State Vaudeville
the Plaza Market Co.
tonight, the funny kind.
PAID FOR
If you want something to brighten
Santa Fe Employes'
Magazine
your old wood worn, or furniture, see The February number of the Santa Fe
Phone 92
advertisement of the Santa Fe Hard- Employes' Magazine contains an inware and Supply Company.
teresting article by H. B. Hening of
Guild Meeting The Woman's Aux the Xew Mexico Bureau of ImmigraA NEW
Devoted to Arizona The Earth for
iliary and Guild of the Church of the tion describing the tour of the AgriFebruary is entirely devoted to the Holy Faith will meet tomorrow, Fri- cultural Demonstration Train last
new state of Arizona, whose sections
day, afternoon at half past two with month. The article is illustrated with
on the
tributary to the Santa Fe Railroad are Mrs. Palen on Palace avenue.
striking photographs taken
A
frame trip. The historical article in this
Fire at Albuquerque
given a splendid illustrated write-up- .
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Watches
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for Special Sale

Clocks.

That

Time
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furniture,

or its color?
it
new, finish

Saturday
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Are You Tired?

Space
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SUNSHINE

0. 5. LOWiTZK

Plaza Market Co.

5XASH

Put up in all colors, in onehalf pint to
one gallon cans.

Secondhand Goods

T.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments at

Santa Fe Hardware

the Right Price!
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CLOTHES FOR LITTLE MEN
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E WANT every parent to know about our ability, with ex
pert service, to dress LITTLE MEN correctly. Our Chil

dren's Garments were made by skilled manufacturers.
fetVer,

Mirer

&

CV

I

f

It Takes Experience, and a Great Deal of It, to Make

Children's Clothing

Right

There are suits in REEFER, NORFOLK and
SAILOR, RUSSIAN BLOUSE STYLES, Etc.,

We have all the correct styles for these little fellows from 4 to

$2.00

15

years

$3.00

of age.

$4.00

$7.50

Any quoted prices on Children's Clothing stands for but little until you see the garments.
show distinctive style features and cleverness in making not to be found in " just clothes.'
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

MATHAM

Our Children's Wearables

